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of mules. Renter (Collins) and I tried out a few lorries
and at last settled on a Ford, to either side of which boards
marked " Reuter" in plain Roman capitals, and The
Times in the old Gothic of my youth and our Armenian
sign painter's latest edition were solemnly fixed. Gain-
fully I chose the left. In Ethiopia the rule of the road is
the right, and whenever we pulled up The Times was the
side which got the fuller publicity, in floreate Armenian
Gothic.
The Italians were also road-building, in their individual
style.
By October 27, twenty-four days after they had crossed
the Mareb, all-purpose roads had been thrown up to the
new line in the Shire range. The order for the final advance
on Makalle was given.
The same day the Ethiopian Council, sitting in Addis,
decided not to defend Makalle. Wodaju Ali received the
Emperor's instruction on the telephone and was told to
attach himself to the army of Ras Seyyum. Seyyum and
the Dedjaz Kassa Sebhat in Agame were also to be informed.
While the Emperor's communications existed he was
implicitly obeyed. The two Army Corps, Santini's I and
Pirzio Biroli's Eritreans, advanced with leisurely system,
road-making as they went. The Italian Juggernaut was
in careful progress again.
Santini hugged the caravan ridge to the east of the
plateau, making for Dolo along the route which, a few
months later, was Italy's chief highway in Ethiopia. The
Eritreans were divided into three columns, which covered
the three mule-tracks of Central Tigre—the main track
leading to the Tembien, a wildly broken region to the west
of Makalle, another track through the Abaro Pass and the
third straight through the Geralta, dry and tumbled,
directly north of Makalle.
Resistance nowhere along the line. The first week in
November they tired of road-making and moved forward
more rapidly over the ground, without mechanical trans-
port. At Gundi in the Geralta they clashed with the
enemy.
An outlying post of Seyyum's was covering the prepara-
tions for the withdrawal from Makalle. Seyyum himself

